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Privacy Policy (opens in new tab) and are aged 16 or over. If you've got a smartwatch rocking Android Wear 2.0 then you don't have to pair it with an Android phone - you can use an iPhone instead. You won't get quite the same level of functionality, unfortunately, but it means you're not stuck with one phone platform.This is all part of a wider push by
Google (and indeed Apple) to make smartwatches more independent and less reliant on a connected phone. More functions happening on your wrist device means the make of your handset isn't so important. Here's how it works.Setting up Android WearThe setup process is actually very similar whether you're connecting Android Wear to an Android
phone or an iPhone. We're doing the latter here, so you need the free Android Wear app (opens in new tab) Google makes for iOS, and of course a smartwatch running Android Wear 2.0. If the watch was previously connected to another device, reset it from the Settings menu.It's then just a case of following instructions: on the watch, choose your
language, then fire up the app on your iPhone. All being well, you should see your watch listed, and you can just tap once to set up the connection (though you might get prompted to switch Bluetooth on your phone first).At that point the Android Wear app checks for any updates that might be available for your smartwatch, and once that's out of the
way, you're asked to link a Google account to your watch - which is easy enough to do if you already have some Google apps on your iPhone.With the setup out of the way, you're ready to start enjoying the new Android-iOS relationship you've just set up. From the main app you can access watch settings (the current faces and so on), and at first you'll
see a prompt to turn on your feed - this basically gives Google permission to show you more personalized information on your wrist (such as flight information pulled from Gmail).The app also prompts you to share your location with the Android Wear app, and again the aim is to provide a more personalised experience, so you can get travel times to
work, recommendations about nearby restaurants, and so on.The layout of the app is pretty straightforward. Tap on any watch face to set it, or on the cog icon at the top to get at more settings, like whether the always-on display and the tilt-to-wake feature are enabled or disabled.Functions on your watchAs we've said, Android Wear 2.0 puts much
more functionality on the watch itself: tap the power button to see your apps (or hold it for Google Assistant), swipe down from the watch face to see quick settings, or tap and hold the face to customise it.Head to Settings, then Connectivity, then Wi-Fi on the watch to add a wireless connection (don't worry, you can type in the password on your
iPhone). This then allows you to install apps - in Android Wear 2.0 this is done from the watch itself, so open up the Play Store app on your wrist and see what you can find. You can also send Google Play apps to your watch from the web, to save you tapping out app names on the little screen.Android Wear 2.0 supports complications, so you can
change the little information widgets shown on most faces - to do this, tap and hold on the watch face, then tap the cog icon. Some watch faces have more options than others - to change the watch face from the smartwatch itself, swipe right to see a selection.The differences with iOSAndroid Wear 2.0 watches work fine with iOS, but there are some
limitations compared to an Android-to-Android connection. While you will get pings for text messages, for example, you can't reply to them from your wrist like you can with Android. Phone calls are restricted too - you can accept or refuse incoming iPhone calls from your wrist, but you have to actually take the call on your iPhone.For a lot of nonGoogle iOS apps, you have to make do with getting alerts, with very few actual interactions actually available on Android Wear most of the time. Music apps are one exception: Apple Music, Spotify, and Google Play Music can all be controlled from your wrist, so there's some interactivity there. You can even cache files on your wrist, though that's only
available with Google Play Music.Gmail also lets you reply straight from your smartwatch though, and another tweak you can make is to show Google Calendar events on your wrist rather than ones from your Apple Calendar app - open the watch settings in the Android Wear app to do this. With standalone app support and decent links to iOS, Android
Wear support for iPhones is better than ever: in fact it's getting close to being as good as it is for Android itself, though we're not there yet.Find out more with our test drive of Android Wear 2.0 Google spent several extra months on the Android Wear 2.0 update after delaying its release last fall. Now the latest version of Google’s wearable platform
has debuted on two new smartwatches, and it’s about to roll out to many of the older devices. Has Google done what it needs to make smartwatches work? Not so much. Google definitely fixed some things in Wear 2.0, but it also broke other things. Here are the best and worst things about Wear 2.0The GoodGoogle is cleaning up the way apps work
on Android Wear in the v2.0 refresh, and it’s about time. Previously, apps you installed on your phone that had Wear components would automatically sync over whether you wanted them to or not. Now, you can go into the new on-watch Play Store client and choose which ones you want installed.Additionally, the on-watch Play Store lets you find
standalone apps for your watch that don’t require a companion app on the phone side. The web Play Store even lets you push these apps directly to your watch likes any other Android device.Some of the apps you install will, of course, be watch faces. The selection and customization of watch faces is much better in Wear 2.0. Now you can simply
swipe left or right to change the face, or long-press to access the settings. There’s a standard UI for setting colors and complications (the added info widgets on watch faces), and the watch face selector lets you mark your favorites for easier access in the list.Complications themselves have gotten a big overhaul as well. Developers can now include
third-party complications that can be added to watch faces. So, if the built-in complications a watch face comes with aren’t good enough for you, simply add an alternative. For example, some watch faces have limited weather display functionality, but the fantastic Weather Timeline app has a third-party complication that can be added instead.Android
Wear 2.0 also adds support for an Apple-style digital crown. Yeah, it’s a blatant imitation of the Apple Watch‘s signature navigation mechanic, but it works. It’s nice for scrolling through long lists, which you tend to see a lot of in Wear 2.0. The new LG watches have them, and future watches will surely adopt this design as well.The BadNotification
management is one of the most important functions of a smartwatch, and Google made some big mistakes here. One of the most aggravating things about the Wear 2.0 beta was the unbundled, clunky notifications. Sadly, Google didn’t fix that.In past versions of Wear, multiple notifications from a single app would be bundled together in the main UI.
You could tap to unbundle them and open individual items. Everything is unbundled in Wear 2.0. That means each and every email, SMS, and other notifications are displayed as an individual item. If you get a lot of emails or messages, this gets tedious very, very quickly. What’s worse, the notifications for Gmail messages don’t even tell you from
which account they originated. Media controls that are paused also tend to fall to the very bottom of the notification list, making it annoying to restart playback from the watch.Another perplexing decision in Wear 2.0 was to disassociate Do Not Disturb mode on the watch and phone. Previously, setting DND on one also set it on the other. Now these
are separate things. Setting DND mode on the watch only applies to the watch. So, if you want to stop both your devices from bugging you, you need to interact with both of them. This only makes sense in the context of Google’s efforts to make the watch more of a standalone device, which I think is a dubious idea at best. It makes more sense to treat
the watch as an extension of your phone, and thus connect the do not disturb settings.Android Wear 2.0 also adds more full-featured text input to the platform. A nice idea, but it’s not done well. Google just slapped a full keyboard on a watch and called it a day. When sending messages, you can still use voice input, but the keyboard is now an option.
You can tap the letters or use swipe input. Neither one works very well at all.Samsung actually nailed text input on wearables with its Tizen smartwatches. You just draw the letters and the watch continuously interprets your input and changes it into text. It’s fast and very forgiving of errors. Android Wear has this as an option, but it’s hidden in the
settings and doesn’t work nearly as well.The VerdictWear 2.0 is not going to make smartwatches a mainstream product. It even makes Android Wear less appealing in some ways for people who already like wearables. The improvements to watch faces, app management, and navigation are all good things. At the same time, notifications are more
annoying and text input is still lacking.It seems like Google is taking wearables in the wrong direction, attempting to make the watch more powerful as a standalone device. Instead, it should be working on perfecting smartwatches as a phone accessory.
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